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Care & Warranty Information

LIMITED WARRANTY

The manufacturer warrants its polyurethane anti-fatigue mats for five years from the date of purchase. This 
limited warranty covers manufacturing defects as well as excessive wear under normal use. A defective mat or 
one showing excessive wear contains significant tears, decomposed material, de-lamination, rolled edges, areas 
of compressed foam, or is abraded through its outer skin. The manufacturer limits its liability under this warranty 
to the original purchase price of the product found to be defective or suffering from excessive wear. 

Defective or excessively worn mats must be returned to the manufacturer for evaluation. At its discretion the 
manufacturer will replace or offer a refund on mats determined to be defective or suffering from excessive wear. 
Proof-of purchase must be included with mats returned under warranty.

This warranty excludes damage caused by abuse, misuse, accident, or negligence. It excludes damage caused by 
chemical spills, furniture, or equipment placed on the mat for extended periods of time. The customer assumes 
full responsibility for determining the suitability of our mats in his or her particular application.

The laws of the State of Missouri, U.S.A. shall govern this limited warranty.

MAT CLEANING AND STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS

For cleaning, we recommend using any water based household cleaner such as 409, Fantastic, Windex, or Lysol. 
Isopropyl alcohol can also be used to clean the mats. The manufacturer recommends wiping down new mats 
with hot water to remove any release residue before using.

Mats should be stored flat; however, they may be rolled with the bottom side to the inside and the top surface 
to the outside. Do not roll or bend mats with the top surface to the inside as this will cause damage to the mats. 
In case of static build up, wipe with a dryer sheet.
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